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EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
The manufacturer of Triboard accepts no responsibility for any loss,
damage or claims which may arise (including without limitation, claims in
negligence) through the use or installation of the Triboard product in a
manner inconsistent with this design and construction manual (“the
Manual”).
The information contained in this Manual is provided as a guide only. The
manufacturer of Triboard provides this information in its capacity as
manufacturer only. The responsibility of following and adhering to the
specifications in this Manual is that of the user.
The specifications contained in this Manual relate to normal site conditions
and other conditions set out in this Manual. Individual site characteristics,
conditions and circumstances may warrant changes to the specifications in
this Manual. The manufacturer is not liable or responsible in variations in
the specifications made as a result of the circumstances of each site.
COPYRIGHT
This Manual is protected by copyright. Details may be reproduced provided
they are reproduced in full and used in context. Variations of the details
and/or use in other contexts are the responsibility of the designer. Design
data for the use of Triboard in engineered situations is available separately
on request.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Triboard was specifically designed with the panel construction market in
mind. Triboard is produced in various thicknesses and is used for walls,
doors, ceilings, shelves and other building components. When used as
walls, Triboard replaces studs, nogs (dwangs) and plasterboard.
The MDF surface of Triboard provides a smooth surface finish
complemented by the strand core which delivers good dimensional stability,
excellent screwholding and provides a distinct robustness to the product.
Structures built with Triboard are essentially a combination of precision cut
shearwalls which facilitate rapid construction methods and achieving high
quality standards. The use of the Triboard construction system has
developed since 1988 to encompass a wide range of buildings, from simple
single storey dwellings to complex commercial structures which require
specific design not covered by this Manual.
The first version of this Manual was written in 1989 and published by
Northern Pulp Limited. It was appraised by BRANZ in 1989, Appraisal No.
170. By the time the Appraisal “expired” in 1991 the system was well
established and it has grown steadily ever since.
The Manual was considerably revised in 1994 by R F Gale & Associates
Ltd (Consulting Engineers) for the Association of Triboard Remanufacturers
of New Zealand (ACTRANZ) to bring it into line with the then current
practices. Revisions included developments in fixings, bracing values for
wider panels, and information on two storey construction.
A further revision in 2000 changed the format and the numbering system in
the Manual to that used in NZS 3604:1999 Timber Framed Buildings, as it
was designed to be read in conjunction with that Standard. The relevant
sections may be read as an alternative when using Triboard components.
This revision of the Manual has similarly been arranged to follow the
presentation adopted by NZS 3604:2011.
This current version of the Manual has been further extended by including
fire and sound rated walls (Inter-tenancy walls). This extends the Scope
(refer sect 1.1) to encompass multi-tenancy buildings, Motels and similar
types of buildings.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF TRIBOARD DEVELOPMENT
Before Triboard was developed in the mid 1980’s there were primarily three
different types of reconstituted wood panel products available, particleboard,
medium density fibre board (MDF) and oriented strandboard (OSB).
Particleboard was developed in post-war Europe and was used for furniture,
benchtops and other similar uses. MDF was first produced in the United
States of America in the mid 1960’s and became the material of choice
where fine finish was important. OSB was developed in North America as a
structural panel to offer an alternative to plywood and by the 1980’s was
well established in wall sheathing and roof sarking applications.
The innovation which became Triboard was to form up and press a three
layered wood panel product with an MDF surface on both sides of a non
oriented Strandboard core.
The Triboard Mill at Kaitaia started production in 1987.
The Mill can manufacture a wide range of Triboard products of varying
densities and thicknesses. A non-orientated Strandboard product is also
available in a range of thicknesses.
For further information refer www.triboard.com
The manufacture of Triboard panels by Juken New Zealand Ltd has been
assessed and certified by SGS Systems & Services Certification PTY Ltd as
complying with a Quality Management System that meets the requirements
of AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008.
Juken New Zealand Ltd has been assessed and certified by SGS Systems
& Services Certification PTY Ltd as having an Environmental Management
System that meets the requirements of AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004.
Juken New Zealand Ltd – Triboard Mill has been assessed and certified by
SGS South Africa (Pty) Ltd, Qualifor Programme as meeting the
requirements of FSC Chain of Custody for the purchase of FSC Pure and
controlled pine logs.
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Scope

The Triboard Panel Construction System has been specifically designed in
accordance with NZS 1170 to comply with the appropriate design loadings
for domestic and similar type buildings. The components have been
designed using well established engineering methods. NZS 3604 and NZS
4229 can be used to specify the foundations, building platform and roof
framing structure.
The System as detailed in this Manual is suitable for dwellings and similar
buildings within the scope outlined in clause 1.1.2 of NZS 3604, but with the
following additional amendments:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Single storey or two storey construction of Triboard.
Maximum roof pitch of 35 degrees.
Minimum roof pitch of 5 degrees.
Maximum wall height – as per table 8.2
Maximum lintel spans – as per tables 8.3 to 8.7.
Roof framings systems, maximum span of 12 metres.
Snow loads shall not exceed 1 kPa on light roofs. Snow loads are not
allowed on heavy roofs without specific design.
8. Live load on upper floor not to exceed 1.5 kPa.
9. Decks cantilevered off first floor levels are not permissible.
10. The building wind zone shall not exceed Extra High (EH) as per Section
5 of NZS 3604:2011.
11. Semi detached, multi tenancy or other buildings requiring a Fire
Resistance Rating (FRR) of no more than 60/60/60 and an STC rating
of up to 56 – refer section 8.8
Buildings outside this Scope must be specifically designed.

Refer also Fig 1.2 on page 1-7.
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Recommended Design Procedure

When designing a Triboard panel building, it is recommended that the
following general design approach is followed - see also Fig 1.1
1. Draw the desired floor layout within the limitations of the relevant by-law
requirements.
2. Select the roof and wall cladding systems and choose the level of
insulation from Section 11.
3. If a wall separating tenancies is required, refer to Section 8.8.
4. Design the foundations and the building platform specifically or in
accordance with NZS 3604 or NZS 4229, taking into account the
specific site requirements.
5. Using table 8.2, choose the battens size and spacings.
6. Determine the total number and arrangement of bracing units required
in accordance with Section 5 of NZS 3604:2011. Calculate the bracing
available using the bracing values given for various panel widths and
fixings in Section 5. Use all the panels in the building rather than
special “bracing panels” to avoid special fixings.
7. Select a roof framing system to span between supporting walls and
design the roof construction to comply with the truss manufacturers
requirements and NZS 3604.
8. Check the lintels and their supports from tables in Section 8.
9. Select the appropriate truss and wall connections from the standard
details in Sections 8, 10 and 13.
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Start

Draw the plan

End.
(Specific design required)

no

Does it comply with
Sect 1.1?
yes
Select the wall cladding

Select the roof system including
cladding

Choose the insulation

yes
Refer to sect 8.8

Is wall separating tenancies?
no
Design foundations in accordance with
NZS 3604 or NZS 4229

From tables 8.2 find batten size and
spacing

Design wall bracing Table 5.1

Draw roof system layout and select
connections to walls - section 10

Lintels check - section 8

Select wall connections - section 8

Check walls and lintels for
vertical loads - section 8

yes
Two storey building?
no
End

Figure 1.1 Recommended design procedure
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Definitions

For the purposes of this Manual, the following definitions apply. (Note!
Refer to NZS 3604 for definitions not covered below)
1.3.1 Doubler
A lintel can be one thickness of Triboard, normally 36mm thick. If a second
layer of Triboard is fixed on the outside in the batten space, the lintel is
doubled. See figure 8.2 for fixing details.

1.3.2 Integral lintel
An integral Triboard lintel is the lintel left above an opening when it is cut
from a single sheet of Triboard.
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1.3.3 Separate lintel
A separate lintel is a lintel fixed between two separate Triboard wall panels.
It is usually over a Ranch Slider or similar opening.

1.3.4 Wall batten
Vertical timber or Superstrand fixed to the outside of the external walls. It
serves to: Stiffen the wall, especially adjacent to openings.
 Provide space for services and for insulation.
 Inhibit water which may leak through the cladding from reaching the wall
panel.
1.3.5 Loaded dimension
Refer NZS 3604 (Definition of span and loaded dimension).
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2.1 Safe work Practices
Appropriate health and safety precautions must be taken when working with
heavy and cumbersome products such as full size Triboard panels.
 Full size 18mm Triboard panels weigh approx 115 kg, full size 36mm
Triboard panels weigh approx 215 kg each and full size 38mm Triboard
panels weigh approx 260 kg each. Cut panels and pieces can also be
heavy and awkward. Appropriate manual lifting and handling
techniques must be developed in accordance with guidelines published
by the Department of Labour or Occupational Health & Safety New
Zealand.
 If lifting machinery such as fork-lifts are used, appropriate training and
safety standards must be developed in accordance with guidelines
published by the Department of Labour or Occupational Health and
Safety New Zealand.
Health and safety precautions must be taken when working with all wood
products.
 Exposure to wood dust and/or formaldehyde may cause irritation to the
eyes, respiratory system and skin.
 Wood dust may cause sensitisation resulting in asthma, and result in
dermatitis by skin contact. Wood dust is classified as a known
carcinogen. Repeated inhalation of wood dust over many years may
cause nasal cancer.
 Sawing, sanding and machining equipment must be fitted with dust
extractors to ensure that dust levels are kept within standards laid down
by Occupational Health and Safety New Zealand. If not, a dust mask
conforming to AS/NZS 1715 and AS/NZS 1716 and eye protection
conforming to AS/NZS 1337 must be worn.
 Offcuts, shavings and dust must be disposed of in a manner that avoids
the generation of dust and in accordance with the requirements of local
waste authorities.
 Formaldehyde emissions from Triboard meet the E zero classification
when tested in accordance with AS/NZS 4266.16:2004. Formaldehyde
is classified as a probable carcinogen. Storage areas containing large
quantities of Triboard must be adequately ventilated. Work areas must
be well ventilated and kept clean, and in end use applications all
Triboard surfaces exposed to occupied space must be sealed.
Refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet available from either JNL or our
website www.jnl.co.nz and www.triboard.com. Reference can also be made
to Working Safely with Wood Panel Products published by the Department
of Labour, Occupational Safety and Health, New Zealand or Home Health
Facts About Formaldehyde in Wood Composite Products published by the
New Zealand Ministry of Health and BRANZ, available from Juken New
Zealand Ltd.
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Triboard Handling and Storage
Prior to cutting, and before fixing to the ceilings or walls, Triboard panels
must be conditioned to ensure that they reach their moisture equilibrium.
This can be done by putting the panels into fillet to allow air circulation
around both sides of the panels for a minimum of 24 hours.
Avoid damage to Triboard face and edges; keep the panels clean to
avoid stains.
Always stack Triboard horizontally, supported by gluts at a maximum of
1200 mm centres, and laid on a flat, level and dry surface.
Triboard must be protected from direct sunlight whilst in storage or
during the re-manufacturing process.
For short-term storage on site, protect Triboard from exposure to the
weather by means of tarpaulins or similar.
To prevent moisture build up under covers ensure there is proper air
circulation around the pack.
Surface sanding is recommended if a fine surface finish is required.
Prior to painting or priming Triboard panels all dust should be removed
from the surface of the panel.
Materials

2.3.1 Grade and thickness of Triboard
 Wall panels, for other than fire and sound rated walls (inter-tenancy
wall situations), shall be manufactured from 36mm thick Triboard
(product code 033). The nominal density of product code 033
Triboard is 610 kg/m3.
 Panels used for ceilings shall be 18 mm thick Triboard (product code
040). The nominal density of product code 040 Triboard is 635 kg/m3.
 For fire and sound rated walls (inter-tenancy wall situations), wall
panels shall be manufactured from 38mm thick Triboard (product code
056). The nominal density of product code 056 Triboard is 695 kg/m3.
2.3.2 Dimensional stability of Triboard
Triboard has a reasonable degree of dimensional stability, but in common
with any other wood based product, and indeed many other building
products, it will expand as it takes up moisture and will shrink as it gives up
moisture. This expansion and shrinkage is a perfectly normal and
predictable occurrence and must be considered at both the design and
construction stages of a project. Failure to do so could well lead to
unsightly cracking of joints in walls and/or ceilings.
The rate of dimensional change for Triboard is: For length and width, approx 0.025% per percent of moisture change
(e.g. approx 0.25mm per metre length of panel for every 1% change in
moisture content of the panel).
 For thickness, approx 0.45% per percent of moisture change.
The moisture content of Triboard panels can change with the seasons and
are entirely dependent on the environment they are in.
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2.3.3 Paint
Painting the panels will significantly inhibit water entering the panel during
the erection phase of the project whilst the panels are on site. The paint
will also be suitable as an undercoat for any of the normal finishing coats
or for wallpapering.
Panel faces
The paint coating must be a continuous film over the entire face of all of the
panel surfaces including faces and cut surfaces, in accordance with the
paint manufacturers’ specifications.
Panel edges
Panel edges must be painted to provide protection during the erection
phase of the project whilst they are on site. The paint shall be liberally
applied to fully seal the edges. Bottom edges may be given two coats to
provide additional protection. Any additional cuts required must be painted
immediately.
Comment
Paints which have been found to be satisfactory in practice are :- Cotec Easy Seal and Pigmented Sealer
- Brook Dunn Coatings Alkyd Board Sealer
- Levenes Architectural Series Acrylic Sealer Undercoat
and Pigmented Sealer
- Santana Triboard Sealer
- Resene Acrylic Primer Undercoat
Whatever paint is used, it must be mixed and applied in accordance with
the particular paint manufacturers instructions.
2.3.4 Flashing tape
As an alternative to painting panel edges, it is permissible to apply
flashing tape to the panel edges.

2.3.5 Battens
 MSG 8, H3 treated, kiln dried, 70mm x 45mm Radiata Pine (dry
dressed) with a moisture content of 18% or less, or
 Superstrand H3.1 64mm x 45mm, or
 MSG 8, H1.1 treated, kiln dried, 45mm x 45mm Radiata Pine (dry
dressed) with a moisture content of 18% or less – This size of batten
is only used in inter-tenancy wall situations.
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2.3.6 Nails
Nails are to be plain shank low carbon steel as specified in
NZS 3604 or NZS 3603 and hot dip galvanised. Nails used are: 30mm x 3.15mm diameter flat head nails.
 60mm x 2.8mm diameter flat head nails.
 60mm x 3.15mm diameter flat head nails.
 75mm x 3.15mm diameter flat head nails.
 90mm x 3.55mm diameter flat head nails.
 100mm x 4mm flat head nails.

2.3.7 Screws
 16mm x 4mm diameter (8 gauge).
 25mm x 4.4mm diameter (10 gauge).
 30mm x 8 gauge.
 30mm x 10 gauge.
 60mm x 6 gauge.
 65mm x 10 gauge.
 75mm x 10 gauge.
 90mm x 10 gauge.
 100mm x 10 gauge.
 75mm x 5.2mm type 17 roofing screws.

2.3.8 Timber Connectors
All timber connectors shall made be from galvanized or stainless steel
plate.








Bottom plate fixing anchors – Pryda BPA, or equivalent.
Cyclone Straps - Pryda MPQHS4, MPQHS6, MPQHS9, or equivalents.
Ceiling bracket (concealed purlin cleat) – Pryda NPPC4, Lumberlok
CPC 40, or equivalent.
Multigrip – Pryda MG, or equivalent.
Sheet brace strap.
Steel angle – 34mm x 40mm folded from 1.2 mm steel strip, holes
punched to suit fasteners, or equivalent (can also be 30mm x 30mm x
1.6mm aluminium angle).
Steel angle (DS 03) – 35mm x 80mm x 22mm x 2mm thick, with 5mm
diameter holes punched to suit.

2.3.9 Other fasteners
 RD05040 Ramset RediDrive Hammer In Anchors for use with DS 03
brackets.

Anchors, fixings and fasteners on external walls must be minimum grade
304 stainless steel in the Sea Spray Zone which is defined as within 500
metres of the coast or 100 metres from a tidal estuary or harbour.
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3.1 Site Preparation
Prior to erecting the panels, check that:
 The floor plan dimensions are correct and that the panel locating
hardware has been fixed to the floor in the correct positions.
 The floor is level, square and true.
 The delivery truck can park in a position that allows convenient lifting of
panels off the truck and onto the floor. It is well worthwhile marking the
panel number on the floor in the correct position prior to commencing
erection.
3.1.1 Site Storage
Panels must not be stored on site for longer than is necessary prior to
starting or completing the job.
3.2 Weather Exposure
Because prolonged exposure to water causes the panels to expand (refer
section 2.3.2), and this will delay internal finishing, all practical measures
should be taken to keep the panels as dry as possible. Do not allow
Triboard panels to sit in ponds or puddles of water. The roof should be
fitted as soon as practicable and if delay is expected the panels should be
covered with tarpaulins or similar to keep them dry. Sweep the floor to
remove any ponded water. Ideally, panels should not be left unprotected
and exposed to the weather for more than two weeks.
Roof and wall cladding should be installed as soon as practicable to provide
weather protection to the wall and ceiling panels.
3.3 Assembly of Components
3.3.1 General
The assembly of panels on site is a simple process but care must be
exercised to put the right panels in the right place and the right way round.
"If it doesn't fit, check the plan; if it doesn’t figure, pick up the phone
NOT the saw!"
Panels must not be cut on site without the permission of the
remanufacturer.
3.3.2 Identification of Components
All panels are individually marked on an edge with an identifying number.
3.3.3 Panel Erection Sequence
It is recommended that erection starts from the "far" side of the building and
that panels are assembled so that each is fixed to one already in place.
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3.3.4 Bracing of Panels
Provided panels are fixed to each other little or no temporary bracing is
required.
3.3.5 Alignment
Before the joints are fixed together, care should be taken to ensure that the
panels are plumb and that their top edges are level. Minor adjustments to
panel locations may be made prior to fixing them to the floor. Gaps 3mm or
wider at joints are not acceptable and must be closed.
3.3.6 Joinery
Joinery may be fitted directly into the openings; the 10mm clearance used
for stick framing is not required.
3.3.7 Ceiling Panels
Ceiling panels may be erected similarly to wall panels. Erect temporary
supports in rooms where the panels are required to span more than
2.4metres.
3.3.8 Panel handling
Care must be taken to prevent damage to the panels during erection and to
keep the panels correctly aligned and tightly butted.
Personnel working on the panels during erection should ensure that they
avoid marking or dirtying the finished surfaces.
3.3.9 Joints
Joints must be made with care to prevent cracking. Ceiling insulation must
be installed prior to stopping. The moisture content of the Triboard at time
of stopping must be 15% or less (refer section 12.1). Movement control
joints are recommended for large ceilings (refer section 13.3).
3.3.10 Trussed Roofs - Camber
Roof trusses are supplied with a built in camber to allow for deflection under
load. About half of this deflection occurs immediately the truss is loaded
and the other half occurs slowly over the next year. When concrete tiles
are used the camber can be up to15-20mm for large spans and the
resulting deflections say 10mm when the tiles are laid and 10mm
subsequently. In the majority of cases with a truss span of say 8m and a
camber of 10mm the deflection on loading will be of the order of 5mm with a
creep deflection to follow of a further 5mm. As the ceiling panels are fixed
to the tops of the wall panels during erection and propped level from the
floor over the larger spans the ceiling will be level when installed. The
trusses when erected with full camber will span clear above the ceiling
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panels. It is recommended that the ceiling brackets be fixed to the ceiling in
their correct position but not fixed to the trusses until the roofing has been
laid and the trusses have settled. The brackets near the truss supports,
where movement is small, may be fixed before the roof is laid, but where
movement is significant, i.e. near the centre of the span, leave the
temporary props in place and do not fix the brackets until the roof has been
in place for a few days.
With light metal roofs the deflection is much less, the camber is small, and
in most cases the brackets may be fixed immediately.
3.4 Maintenance
Triboard panels must be kept dry during service. In bathrooms, laundries,
kitchens and other similar areas, panels must be protected by water
resistant linings or otherwise adequately sealed; refer Section 12.2.
Detailing must be such that no moisture can be trapped between the lining
and the Triboard panels.
Adequately detailed flashings are required at window and door openings in
perimeter walls to protect the panel edges from exposure to moisture.
Wall and roof cladding manufacturers maintenance requirements are not
covered by this Manual.
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4.1 General
Triboard and Superstrand has been tested and evaluated by BRANZ and in
their opinion they will be durable for at least 50 years if they remain dry in
service and are properly maintained.
4.2 Temperature and Humidity
The long term durability of the Triboard wall and ceiling panels and their
connections is mainly dependant on them remaining cool and dry in service.
Triboard wall and ceiling panels must not be exposed to sustained high
humidity (greater than 95% RH), to liquid water or to sustained
temperatures in excess of 35°C over large areas for prolonged periods (e.g.
by climate conditions or by ceiling heating installations).
The serviceable life of the Triboard may also be affected if the surface
temperature exceeds 50°C in localised areas for long periods (e.g. the area
surrounding a heating flue penetration). Fuel burning appliance
manufacturers must therefore be consulted to ascertain clearances or other
protection required to ensure that a 50°C surface temperature of the
Triboard is not exceeded. Clearances specified in NZBC Acceptable
Solution C/AS1 part 9 may not be sufficient for some appliances.

4.3 Sauna Rooms
Triboard is not suitable for construction of, or use in Sauna rooms and the
like.
4.4 Formaldehyde
Triboard wall and ceiling panels are manufactured using melamine urea
formaldehyde and pMDI resins. Formaldehyde emissions are minimal
because the panels are made using low formaldehyde resins and because
the panels are encapsulated when in service by a paint coating system.
Formaldehyde emission from the panels, before painting, meets the E zero
classification when tested in accordance with AS/NZS 4266.16:2004.
Results of a formaldehyde monitoring investigation carried out by Paragon
Health and Safety have been obtained. The results show that the air
concentration of formaldehyde in a number of finished (closed up) buildings
was acceptable, being within the generally accepted indoor Air Quality
Guidelines of 0.05 - 0.1ppm.
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5.1 Bracing Criteria
Bracing demand shall be calculated in accordance with NZS 3604:2011.
Bracing resistance shall be calculated by summing the contributions from
all bracing walls using Table 5.1. Bracing resistance shall not be less than
bracing demand.
All full height panels, without window or door openings with dimensions not
exceeding that stipulated in Section 5.2, having a minimum length of
600mm and fixed in the building in accordance with the appropriate details
may be used as bracing elements.
Bracing elements must be evenly distributed throughout the building to
meet the requirements of Section 5 of NZS 3604:2011.

5.2 Spacing of Bracing Lines
The maximum distance between parallel bracing lines shall be no more
than 8m centre to centre for Triboard ceilings, and 5m for plasterboard
ceilings.
5.3 Panel Bracing Values
As a Triboard wall panel will not deform significantly, i.e. it remains square,
and as it is fixed to the floor so that it will not slide, the brace value for a
panel is largely dependent on preventing it overturning or sliding. Wide
panels have significantly more bracing value than narrow panels.
Including more of the fixings in the bracing calculation adds to the
resistance to overturning or sliding. The brace values in the table for
several types of fixing preventing overturning may be added.
The bracing values in Table 5.1 were determined for a 2.45 m high wall.
The bracing values for higher walls of height, H, are obtained by factoring
values in these tables by 2.45/H.
The bracing values in Table 5.1 are valid for both wind and earthquake.
Many of the bracing values given in Table 5.1 apply for one direction of
loading only, and not for the opposite direction, (e.g. Type 1.2). Hence, the
bracing resistance must be shown to exceed bracing demand for all four
directions of loading.
5.4 Maximum total bracing limits
There are 2 limits of maximum total bracing for any particular wall as
shown in Table 5.2. Limit 1 is to prevent sliding at the base of the wall and
limit 2 is to prevent failure of the wall ‘T’ joint. Both of these limits must be
complied with.
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5.5 Panel width
Wall panels joined together using either the exterior or interior joining
details shown in this Manual may be considered as one panel.
Small openings have little effect and windows up to 2000 mm wide x 1200
mm high may be ignored (see figure 5.1). Internal door openings up to
850mm wide (900mm trim size) may also be ignored provided the lintel is
continuous on one or both sides of the opening and at least 400 mm deep.
Walls interrupted by large openings are taken as separate walls.
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Table 5.1 Panel Bracing Values (BU) for 2.45m high wall
Picture

Fixing
Lifting end of panel
held down by 2m
length of external wall
- see note below
Lifting end of panel
held down by 0.8m
length of external wall
Lifting end of panel
fixed with 6kN
connection
Lifting end of panel
held down by 12kN
connection grouted
into concrete floor
External wall fixed to
timber boundary joist
with nailed battens at
600mm cts
External wall fixed to
concrete floor with
one fully nailed
framing anchor at
600mm cts
Lifting end of panel
held down by weight
of 2m length of
internal wall
Lifting end of panel
held down by weight
of trusses crossing
Lifting end of panel
held down by weight
of trusses parallel,
bearing on a wall
fixed to the end (see
roof type)
Wall panel resisting
overturning by its own
weight
Lifting end of panel
held down by weight
of 2m long wall
crossing it in the level
above
Lifting end of panel
held down by weight
of 2m of floor bearing
on it
Lifting end of panel
held down by weight
of 2m of floor above
bearing on wall fixed
to the end

Type

Panel width in metres
3
4
5

0.6

1

2

6

7

8

1.1

50

83

167

250

333

417

500

588

667

1.2

26

44

90

134

178

222

268

312

356

2

22

44

98

152

206

260

314

368

422

2.1

40

82

184

286

388

492

594

696

798

4.2

8

14

28

68

98

164

210

254

362

4.3

3

7

29

66

117

182

263

357

467

5

6

10

20

30

40

50

58

68

78

6

-

2

10

22

40

64

92

124

162

7.S
Light

2

4

12

28

52

80

114

156

204

7.T
Heavy

2

6

24

54

96

150

216

296

386

8

-

2

8

16

28

44

64

86

114

205

2

4

12

24

40

60

84

112

146

206

-

2

10

22

40

62

90

122

158

207

2

4

14

34

60

92

134

182

238

NOTE Type 1.1 must be screw fixed at the wall to wall ‘T’ joint
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Table 5.2 Maximum total bracing limts

Limit 1
Limit 2

Total bracing limited by
shear - sliding along floor
Total bracing limit for the
sum of Types
1.1+1.2+5+7+205+207

Version 5

Panel width in metres
3
4
5

0.6

1

2

44

72

144

216

290

32

54

108

164

218

6

7

8

362

434

506

578

272

326

380

436
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SECTION 6

FOUNDATION AND
SUBFLOOR FRAMING
Section

Page

6.1 General ……………………………………………

6-2

Figures
6.1 Fixing of wall plates to foundation walls
6.2 Fixing of wall
(brick veneer)
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SECTION 6-FOUNDATION AND SUBFLOOR

General

Refer to NZS 3604 for typical foundation details and subfloor framing.
Figure 6.1 shows details that must be used for fixing walls to concrete or
block work foundation walls.
Figure 6.2 shows details that must be used for fixing walls to concrete or
block work foundation walls for brick veneer construction.
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SECTION 7

FLOORS
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Page

7.1

Timber floors .......................................... 7-2

7.2

Concrete floors …………………………. 7-2
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7.1 Timber floors
REFER TO SECTION 7 OF NZS 3604
Note that double joists are not required under continuous Triboard walls on
platform floors.
Floor framing and flooring shall comply with Section 7of NZS 3604. The
required connections between boundary joists and cantilevered joists are
shown in Figure 7.1. Where the boundary joists are supported over
bearers, the required connections are shown in Figure 7.2. The figures
also show the required batten to boundary joist connections.

7.2 Concrete floors
Concrete floors shall be constructed in accordance with NZS 3604.
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SECTION 8

WALLS
Section
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8

Page
General.............................…......................… 8-3
Systems to resist vertical loads...............… 8-3
Systems to resist horizontal loads .........… 8-3
Interior Wall panels ..................................... 8-3
Exterior wall panels .................................... 8-4
Lintels ..............................................…......... 8-6
Floor joist moisture content ……………… 8-10
Fire and sound Rated Walls ……............… 8-25

Tables
8.1
Fasteners to fix battens ..............................
8.2
Batten sizes and spacing for panels used
as loadbearing walls....................................
8.3
Lintels supporting roof only ................…..
8.4
Lintels supporting roof, wall & floor .....…
8.5
Lintels supporting floor only..................…
8.6
Lintels supporting roof & wall .….….….…
8.7
Lintels supporting wall & floor.….….….…
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Figures
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8.15
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8.1 General
All perimeter and internal walls comprise 36mm Triboard panels. Walls are
normally 2.45m high but may be up to 3m high using the tables in this
Manual. Walls higher than 3m must be specifically designed.
Panels may be mixed with conventional light timber frame construction as
required.
8.2 Systems to resist vertical loads
Wall panels chosen from Tables 8.2 in this Manual will carry the loads
shown.
8.3 Systems to resist horizontal loads
Each of the wall panels fixed using the standard details shown in this
Manual will carry some bracing load. Some additional fixing may be
needed, and if so must be shown on the plan.
8.4 Interior Wall panels
Battens are not required on interior walls. Interior walls shall be fixed to
board flooring or to a concrete floor with the minimum fixings specified in
Sections 8.4.1 or 8.4.2 as applicable. An optional additional fixing which
may be specifically used to increase panel bracing rating is shown in
Figures 8.8(A) for a concrete floor.
Interior walls shall be fixed to any intersecting wall with 75 mm x 3.15 mm
diameter nails or 75 x 4.4mm diameter screws as shown in Figure 8.11.
Figure 8.13 shows details required at an interior butt joint. A movement
butt joint detail is shown in Figure 8.15. Movement joints must be fitted in
long corridors and similar situations at not more than 8m spacing – also
refer section 2.3.2.
8.4.1 Connection to a concrete floor
The internal walls shall sit on a 34 mm x 40 mm x 1.2 mm galvanised steel
angle or equivalent - refer to Figure 8.5(B). The vertical leg of the angle
shall be screwed to the wall with 30 x 4.4 mm diameter screws at a
maximum of 200 mm centres. The horizontal leg of the angle shall be gun
nailed to the concrete floor with 30 x 3.15 mm diameter nails at a maximum
of 200 mm centres.
8.4.2 Connection to a timber floor
The minimum fixing shall be 75 mm x 3.15 mm diameter nails skew driven
through 2.5mm diameter pre-drilled holes on both sides at a maximum of
200 mm centres as shown in Figure 8.4(C).
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8.5 Exterior Wall Panels
All exterior walls shall be formed from 36mm thick Triboard and stiffened
with battens on the exterior face as illustrated in Figure 8.1. The
specification for battens shall comply with Section 8.5.3.
Exterior walls shall be fixed to board or a concrete floor with fixings as
specified in Sections 8.5.1 or 8.5.2 as applicable. An optional additional
fixing which may be specifically used to increase a panel bracing rating is
shown in Figures 8.6.
Exterior walls shall be fixed at corners with 75 mm x 3.15 mm diameter
nails or 75 x 4.4 mm screws as shown in Figure 8.10. This figure also
shows the additional battens required to reinforce corners. Figure 8.11
shows the details required at any intersection of interior and exterior walls.
Figure 8.12 shows details required at an exterior butt joint.
8.5.1 Connection to a concrete floor
The external walls shall sit on a 34 mm x 40 mm x 1.2 mm galvanised steel
angle (or equivalent) as shown in Figure 8.5 (A). The vertical leg of the
angle shall be screwed to the wall with 30 x 4.4 mm diameter screws at a
maximum of 200 mm centres. The horizontal leg of the angle shall be
nailed to the concrete floor with 30 x 3.15 mm diameter concrete nails at a
maximum of 200 mm centres.
Various other methods of connecting the exterior walls to a concrete floor
may be used. The minimum provisions are that the exterior walls are fixed
to the concrete floor with bottom plate fixing anchors at spacing not
exceeding that given in Figure 8.5 (C).
There shall also be a hold-down anchor fixing on either side of every door
opening in exterior walls. Refer to figure 8.5C.
8.5.2 Connection to a timber floor
The minimum fixing shall be 75 mm x 3.15 mm diameter nails skew driven
through 2.5 mm diameter pre-drilled holes on both sides at a maximum of
200 mm centres as shown in Figure 8.4 (A and B). The batten can extend
past the floor and be directly nailed to a boundary joist as shown in Figure
8.4(A) or else butted against the floor and be fixed to the boundary joist by
25 x 1mm G300 Z275, steel straps as shown in Figure 8.4(B).
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8.5.3 Wall Battens
The battens shall be as specified in Section 2.3.5 and shall have a moisture
content not exceeding 18% at the time of fixing. Battens shall be of a size
and spacing to comply with Table 8.2. Battens shall be used on the exterior
face of all panels used as external walls, at all edges of all openings and at
building corners in the building facade as shown in Figure 8.1.
Double Battens with twice the nailing as shown in Figure 8.1 are required at
the following locations: On the sides of openings which are both 2400 mm or more wide and
600 mm from a stiffening panel. (A stiffening panel is a panel at 90º
to the panel under consideration)
 On lintel and sill edges of windows more than 2000 mm wide in
Wind Zone High or Very High.
 Besides lower floor windows 1000 mm or more wide.
 On at least one edge of exterior corners.
Battens shall be fixed to the panel and adjacent structure as illustrated in
Figure 8.1 and figure 8.1(A) using either hot dipped galvanised nails or
screws of size given in Table 8.1. The minimum spacing for nails and
screws is shown in Figure 8.1 for timber battens and in Figure 8.1(A) for
Superstrand battens. Where required the nails shall be angled to prevent
dimpling of the inside surface. At the top and bottom of each panel the
batten shall be fastened to the panel with two screws or four nails at 100
mm centres.
Lower floor battens shall be fastened to the joist or blocking below as
illustrated in Figure 8.1 using either:
 Three nails or two screws of diameter shown in Table 8.1. The
batten shall overlap the joist by a minimum of 150 mm; or
 A 300 mm long G300 Z275 steel strap brace fixed with eight 30 mm
x 3.15 mm diameter nails as illustrated in Figure 8.4(B).
For two storey construction the battens shall extend to overlap the above
floor panel by a minimum of 400 mm and shall be fixed to the top panel with
four nails or three screws. Alternatively the battens in adjacent floors may
be butted and a splicing batten extending a minimum of 400 mm overlap of
both top and bottom panels is fixed to each with four nails or screws.

Table 8.1 Fasteners to fix battens
Batten size
Nail fixing
70 x 45 MSG 8
100mm x 4mm
64 x 45 Superstrand
Not recommended
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Screw fixing
100mm x 10 gauge
90mm x 10 gauge
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Table 8.2 – Batten sizes and spacing for panels used as loadbearing walls

Loaded
dimension
of wall (m)
3
4.5
6
3
4.5
6
3
4.5
6
3
4.5
6

Wind
zone
Extra
high
Very
high
High

Medium
or low

Batten sizes for maximum wall height of
2.4m
2.7m
3.0m
At maximum batten
At maximum batten
At maximum batten
spacing (mm) of
spacing (mm) of
spacing (mm) of
400
600
400
600
400
600
OK
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
OK
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
OK
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
OK
OK
OK
SD
SD
SD
OK
OK
OK
SD
SD
SD
OK
OK
OK
SD
SD
SD
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
SD
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
SD
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
SD
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

Notes
Loaded dimension as defined in NZS 3604
Wind zones as per NZS 3604:2011
OK = 70 x 45 timber or 64 x 45 Superstrand battens can be used
SD = specific design required
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8.6 Lintels
Tables 8.3, 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 show the maximum lintel spans that may be
used for various Triboard lintel types and depths.
8.6.1 Lintel support walls
Lintels may be butt jointed to the adjacent wall panels provided the
construction is to the appropriate detail in Figure 8.2. Panels supporting
lintels shall have a width of no less than 600mm or 200mm when fixed to
another panel at right angles, as shown below. The fasteners shall be 60 x
3.15mm flat head galvanised nails.

For construction at the gable end of a sheet roof building, with maximum
overhang of 600mm and truss span not exceeding 8 m, corner lintels shall
be constructed to comply with Figure 8.3. For construction outside this
scope, the corner lintels shall be specifically designed.

8.7 Floor Joist Moisture Content
If an upper floor joist is installed whilst wet, it can shrink up to approx 8mm
as it dries out. This will create gaps at floor level. To limit this effect,
overlapping battens must not be fixed until the moisture content of the
upper floor joist is less than 18%.
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Table 8.3 – Triboard lintels supporting roof only

Light
roof

Heavy
roof

Loaded
Maximum span (m) for lintel sizes listed below
Single thickness
Double thickness
dimension
of lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
(m)
200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
2
1.5 2.1 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.8 1.8 2.5 3.1 2.7 2.8 2.8
3
1.4 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.6 1.7 2.2 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.8
4
1.3 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 1.5 2.1 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.8
6
1.2 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.4 1.9 2.3 2.1 2.8 2.8
2
1.4 1.8 2.3 2.0 2.8 2.8 1.6 2.2 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.8
3
1.2 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.5 2.8 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.8 2.8
4
1.1 1.6 1.9 1.6 2.3 2.6 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.0 2.8 2.8
6
1.0 1.4 1.7 1.3 2.0 2.1 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.5 2.8

NOTES
Loaded dimension as defined in NZS 3604
For roof pitches less than 15º in wind zones of Extra high and Very high, specific design
must be carried out.
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Table 8.4 – Triboard lintels supporting roof, wall and floor

Light
roof
Light
wall
Heavy
roof
Light
wall
Light
roof
Medium
wall
Heavy
roof
Medium
wall

Loaded
Maximum span (m) for lintel sizes listed below
Single thickness
Double thickness
dimension
of lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
(m)
200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
2
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.4 2.1 2.8 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.8 2.4 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.8 2.7 2.8
4
0.8 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.6 2.1 1.3 1.7 2.1 1.6 2.4 2.8
6
0.7 1.1 1.4 0.8 1.3 1.7 1.1 1.6 1.9 1.3 1.9 2.6
2
1.0 1.4 1.9 1.4 2.0 2.7 1.2 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
0.9 1.4 1.7 1.1 1.7 2.3 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.7 2.5 2.8
4
0.8 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.5 2.2 2.8
6
0.7 1.0 1.3 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.8 1.2 1.9 2.5
2
1.1 1.5 1.8 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.3 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.6 2.8
3
0.9 1.4 1.7 1.1 1.7 2.3 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.7 2.5 2.8
4
0.8 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.5 2.3 2.8
6
0.7 1.0 1.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.5 1.9 1.3 1.9 2.5
2
1.0 1.4 1.7 1.3 1.9 2.5 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.5 2.8
3
0.9 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.6 2.2 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.6 2.4 2.8
4
0.8 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.4 1.9 1.1 1.5 1.9 1.4 2.2 2.8
6
0.7 1.0 1.3 0.7 1.1 1.5 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.2 1.8 2.4

NOTE
Loaded dimension as defined in NZS 3604
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Table 8.5 – Triboard lintels supporting floor only

Loaded
dimension
of lintel
(m)
2
4
6

Maximum span (m) for lintel sizes listed below
Single thickness
Double thickness
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
1.4
1.9 2.4 1.7 2.6 2.8 1.7 2.3 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.8
1.0
1.5 2.0 1.2 1.8 2.4 1.4 1.9 2.4 1.8 2.7 2.8
0.8
1.2 1.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.5 2.2 2.8

NOTE
Loaded dimension as defined in NZS 3604
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Table 8.6 – Triboard lintels supporting roof and wall

Light
roof
Light
wall
Heavy
roof
Light
wall
Light
roof
Medium
wall
Heavy
roof
Medium
wall

Loaded
Maximum span (m) for lintel sizes listed below
Single thickness
Double thickness
dimension
of lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
(m)
200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
2
1.3 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.6 2.8 1.5 2.1 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.8
3
1.2 1.7 2.0 1.8 2.3 2.4 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.8 2.8
4
1.2 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.9 2.1 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.8
6
1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.0 2.7 2.8
2
1.2 1.6 2.0 1.8 2.4 2.8 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.5 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.8 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.0 2.7 2.8
4
1.1 1.4 1.8 1.5 2.1 2.3 1.3 1.7 2.1 1.9 2.6 2.8
6
1.0 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.7 1.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.7 2.4 2.8
2
1.1 1.6 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.8 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.5 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.8 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.0 2.7 2.8
4
1.1 1.5 1.8 1.5 2.1 2.2 1.3 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.6 2.8
6
1.0 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.5 2.8
2
1.1 1.5 1.8 1.6 2.2 2.7 1.3 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.6 2.8
3
1.0 1.4 1.7 1.5 2.1 2.6 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.5 2.8
4
1.0 1.4 1.7 1.4 2.0 2.5 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.8 2.4 2.8
6
0.9 1.3 1.6 1.2 1.8 2.0 1.1 1.5 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.8

NOTE
Loaded dimension as defined in NZS 3604
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Table 8.7 - Triboard lintels supporting wall and floor

Light
roof
Light
wall
Heavy
roof
Light
wall
Light
roof
Medium
wall
Heavy
roof
Medium
wall

Loaded
Maximum span (m) for lintel sizes listed below
Single thickness
Double thickness
dimension
of lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
Separate lintel
Integral lintel
(m)
200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.1 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8
3
1.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.8

NOTE
Loaded dimension as defined in NZS 3604
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SECTION 8-WALLS

FIRE AND SOUND RATED WALLS (INTER-TENANCY WALLS)
The Triboard inter-tenancy wall system is comprised of two separate
layers of 38mm Triboard, separated by a 100mm wide cavity.
Each separate layer is stiffened with 45mm x 45mm timber battens
facing into the cavity.
The cavity is filled with sound control infill material.
The wall panel perimeter is sealed with fire sealant.

8.8.1 Connections
The Triboard panels are located and connected to the structure at top and
bottom panel edges by 40mm x 30mm x 1.2mm folded galvanised steel
angles, screw fixed to the Triboard panels at 200mm centres with 30mm x
10 gauge steel screws (see detail C on page 8-29).
The folded galvanised steel angles are gun nailed to concrete floors with
30mm x 3.5mm diameter nails at 200mm centres.
8.8.2 Joints in Triboard panels
Joints between adjoining panels are formed by stepped edges with each
panel edge rebated to form a 10mm step (see detail A on page 8-28).
Vertical joints are backed by a full height 100mm wide strip of 38mm
Triboard. The Triboard strip is screw fixed from behind using 65mm x 10
gauge steel screws.
Panel joints are staggered on opposite sides of the wall and should not
occur within 900mm of a joint on the opposite leaf, except that horizontal
joints in non-load bearing walls may occur adjacent to each other.
Horizontal joints have the same 100mm wide strip of Triboard, but instead
of being continuous it spans between the vertical battens.
For walls more than 2.45m high, the panels should be used on end such
that the vertical joints are spaced at 2.44m (i.e 2.45m panel width less
10mm for the step).

8.8.3 Wall to ceiling joints
Gib Fyreline® and Gib Plaster Cove® materials are used to achieve the fire
rating and they should be installed according to their manufacturers
requirements.
8.8.4 Sound control infill
The sound control insulation used is 75mm thick Noise Control Blanket
manufactured by Tasman Insulation New Zealand Ltd.
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900

Triboard joint

Triboard joint

B
DETAIL

PANEL ELEVATION

900
45x45 continuous timber battens
at 600mm staggered crs
38mm Triboard

100

Stepped Triboard panel joint (staggered)
100x38mmTriboard full height

Stepped Triboard panel joint

100x38mm
Triboard

38mm Triboard

Triboard
outside wall

75mm acoustic blanket
A

B

DETAIL

DETAIL

PLAN SECTION
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Ceiling joists
or truss chords

Gib Fyreline Ceiling

100

Floor

WALL / FLOOR
JUNCTION
Gib Fyreline Ceiling

75mm acoustic
blanket
45x45mm battens
38m Triboard

100
C
DETAIL

FLOOR

VERTICAL SECTION
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10mm stepped Triboard joint

45x45mm Timber batten

Acoustic blanket

DETAIL A

F ir e r a te d S e a la n t
3 8 m m T r ib o a r d

176

4 5 x 4 5 m m T im b e r b a tte n

A c o u s tic b la n k e t
F ir e r a te d S e a la n t
T r ib o a r d o u ts id e w a ll

D E T A IL B
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100

Acoustic blanket
38mm Triboard wall panel
Timber skirting back rebated
for steel angle
40x30x1.2mm folded galv.
steel angles

DETAIL C
100

Acoustic blanket
(75mm minimum).

Triboard wall system
STC 56

Flexible fire rated sealant

Skirting.

Floor
Joist
hanger

Trimmer
joists

Ceiling
Triboard wall system
STC 56

Scotia

Wal l / Fl oor Juncti on
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Compressed fire rated
insulation

Roof Cladding
on fire retardent
building paper

Timber roof framing

38mm Triboard

10mm stepped joint
Ceiling joists

Ceiling lining
(Gib bd. or
Triboard)

38mm Triboard

Acoustic blanket (75mm min).

Timber

100

Ceiling

Acoustic blanket
(75mm minimum).

38mm Triboard wall

Timber skirting back
rebated for steel angle
Flooring

Trimmer
joists

Solid nogging between joists

T i m b e r
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9.1 Posts
Refer to section 9 of NZS 3604.
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10.2 Roof truss connections to walls ............... 10.2

Figures
10.1
10.2
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Roof gables

At gable ends, the wall battens must be extended to the top of the truss top
chord and be nailed to the top chord with 2/90 x 3.55 diameter nails.
Provided the batten spacing does not exceed 600mm this fixing is adequate
to resist uplift wind force at the gable end for wind zones L, M, H and VH.
The battens must be fixed to the wall with at least two nails or screws as per
Table 8.1.
10.2

Roof truss connections to walls

Trusses must be fixed to the exterior walls as shown in Figure 10.2.
Fasteners must be at least 12mm from the ends of the Triboard walls. The
details shown are adequate for wind uplifts for truss spans up to 12m and
truss spacings up to 900mm. Outside this range uplift forces shall be
subject to a specific design.
Refer to Figure 8.3 for connection of walls to trusses at corner lintels.
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11.1 Exterior wall coverings

11.1.1 Roof and wall cladding
Roof and wall cladding shall be constructed in accordance with their
respective manufacturer’s/supplier’s specifications.
11.1.2 Installation of external joinery
Install windows and doors to provide a watertight seal between the cladding
and the exterior of the building in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions. Details which may allow water to run down behind the external
cladding are not permitted.
Details which rely on sealant are not recommended.
11.2 Ventilation
Because Triboard panel buildings have very low air leakage, it is necessary
to provide a small amount of permanent ventilation to prevent mould growth
and the possibility of an accumulation of moisture. Ventilation requirements
for housing are specified in NZBC G4.
11.3 Electrical
Grooves and ducts to accommodate electrical wiring may be cut at the
factory or on site. Typical details are shown in Fig 11.5. Electrical flush box
holes are sawn or routed into the wall panels, and ducts are drilled to them
from the appropriate panel edge. Wiring may be fed through the ducts, or
fixed to the outside surface of external wall panels. PVC sheathed
electrical cables must not come into contact with EPS or XPS insulation.
Where electrical cabling is located in recesses cut into the face of the wall
panels, vertical routing is recommended. Horizontal or diagonal recesses,
particularly through the middle third height of the Triboard Wall Panels,
should be avoided as this weakens the walls.
11.4 Plumbing
Plumbing and pipework is run through the foundation platform, where
possible up behind wall panels, within the fixtures themselves, in fitted
joinery or through ducts mounted on the wall panel face.
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11.5 Thermal insulation
The insulation of the floor, walls, and roof of residential buildings, with a
total floor area of less than 300m² must restrict energy loss (H1 Energy
Efficiency) and minimise condensation (E3 Internal moisture). The energy
loss requirements can be met by insulating as per the schedule method
using Replacement Table 1 of H1/VM1 & AS1 and Table 1 in NZS
4218:2004. The condensation requirements of Compliance Document for
New Zealand Building Code Internal Moisture Clause E3/AS1 requires a
minimum insulation of R 1.5 to walls, roofs and ceilings. The Triboard
exterior insulated construction system is a non-solid construction type.
The minimum insulation values required using the schedule method are
shown in Figure 11.6.1

Figure 11.6.1
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Insulation values from Replacement Table 1 of H1/VM1, H1/AS1 &
NZS4218:2004 are shown in Figure 11.6.2

Figure 11.6.2

11.5.1 Superstrand battens conductivity value
Superstrand H3.1 vertical battens have a thermal conductivity value of
0.117W/mK.
11.5.2 Thermal insulation examples
The examples below in Figures 11.7.1, 11.7.2, 11.7.3 and 11.7.4 have been
checked for compliance using the model method (ALF3.1) and H1/VM1
Building Performance Index (BPI). If the building is outside the criteria of
using the Schedule and Calculation Methods it is recommended that the
building is specifically calculated for compliance using the Model Method.

Example 1:
Climate Zone 1 - Kaitaia
House dimensions: Length 15.15m, Width 6.6m, Height 2.45m
Floor & Roof area: 15.15 x 6.6 = 100sqm
Total Wall Area: (15.15 x 2.45 x 2) + (6.6 x 2.45 x 2) = 106.6m²
Area Glazing: = 20.8m²
% Glazing to wall area: = 19.5%
Corrugated steel roofing on a trussed roof with flat ceiling with no skylights.
Any cladding type direct fixed to the Triboard exterior insulated construction
system.
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Example 1 complies with H1/VM1 as the BPI does not exceed 1.55.

Figure 11.7.1

Example 2:
Climate Zone 3 - Invercargill
Identical building details as Example 1.
Example 2 complies with H1/VM1 as the BPI does not exceed 1.55.

Figure 11.7.2
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Example 3:
Climate Zone 3 - Taupo
House dimensions: 24.6+8+16.6+9+8+17, Height 2.75m
Floor & Roof area: 264sqm
Total Wall Area: 228m²
Area Glazing: = 73.4m²
% Glazing to wall area: = 32%
Corrugated steel roofing on a trussed roof with flat ceiling with no skylights.
Any cladding type direct fixed to the Triboard exterior insulated construction
system.
Example 3 complies with H1/VM1 as the BPI does not exceed 1.55.

Figure 11.7.3
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Example 4:
Climate Zone 3 - Wellington
Identical building details as Example 3.
Example 4 complies with H1/VM1 as the BPI does not exceed 1.55.

Figure 11.7.4
11.5.3 Wall ‘R’ values
The Type 1 wall example (see table 11.1below) does not include the
cladding R-values, either when direct fixed or when fixed over a 20mm
drained cavity. When the cladding is direct fixed, add the cladding R-value
to the Type 1 wall. When the cladding is fixed over a 20mm drained cavity
the R-value will need to be calculated. For the selected cladding R-values
refer to the cladding manufacturer’s literature.
R-values indicated in the examples (tables 11.1 and 11.2 below) have been
calculated with Superstrand battens with a disconnection value of 17.1%.
The disconnection is created by rebates in the battens, 3 top and bottom
within 325mm of each end of the vertical batten.
Comment
It is extremely important when installing the insulation that it is fitted tightly
between the battens leaving no gaps to its perimeter. Leaving gaps can
reduce the R value of the insulation.
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Table 11.1 Wall R-values
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Table 11.2 Total R-values of Walls with different common Claddings
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Table 11.3 Suspended timber floor R-values
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Table 11.4 Concrete slab on grade floor R-values (values to be taken as a
guide only)
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11.5.4 Roof ‘R’ values
The ceiling insulation examples (see table 11.5 below) have a construction
R-value to comply with the Schedule Method in each climate zone. If the
building is outside the criteria of using the Schedule and Calculation
Methods it is recommended that the building is specifically calculated for
compliance using the Model Method.
Comment
For quick reference refer to the Section 9 'Roof Construction' of the BRANZ
‘House Insulation Guide’ Third Edition as this provides further thermal
resistances of common building elements in differing roof structures.
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Table 11.5 Roof R-values (values to be taken as a guide only)
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INTERIOR LININGS

12.1 Stopping of joints between panels
Joints between panels must be firmly fixed using one of the joint details
shown in this Manual. Joints may be stopped using normal plasterboard
stopping materials as follows:





Bevel both sheet edges to 3 mm deep x 50 mm – 75 mm wide and paint
the bevelled areas to seal them.
Use bedding compound to fix paper tape (NOT glass tape).
Finish with finishing compound.
Stop ceiling panels similarly.

The Triboard must be dry or the stopping will crack as the Triboard dries. If
the Triboard has been wet, use a moisture meter to check the moisture of
the Triboard before stopping. Do not stop the joint until the moisture
content of the Triboard is 15% or less.
Note! Hand held moisture meters are normally not calibrated to give
accurate results on reconstituted wood panels such as Triboard. To
account for this, select a piece of Triboard that has not been wetted and
use the hand held moisture meter to take a moisture reading. Then use the
same moisture meter to take a moisture reading of the Triboard that is to be
stopped. For this exercise, it is important that the “dry” Triboard and the
Triboard to be stopped are both of the same type, e.g. both 18mm or both
36mm. Provided the difference between the 2 sets of readings is 3% or
less, then it can be assumed with some certainty that the moisture content
of the Triboard to be stopped is 15% or less.
Joint cracking is minimised by: Keeping the panels dry (refer also section 2.3.2).
 If they have got wet, allow them to dry out fully. As a rule of thumb,
allow 1 week of air drying per day of wetting.
 Using sufficient movement joints.
12.2 Wall lining in wet areas
All Triboard surfaces, in areas likely to be wetted on a regular basis, are to
be protected from moisture by fitting a separate wall lining material over the
Triboard. The separate wall lining should be designed and detailed for the
purpose of preventing the Triboard from becoming wet (e.g. linings for
shower enclosures, splashbacks at vanity units etc).
All other Triboard surfaces in bathrooms, and similar areas, should be
painted with an alkyd or water based enamel two coat paint system.
To protect the structure of the building and to maintain the amenity for the
occupants, water must be prevented from penetrating behind fittings and
linings or into concealed spaces of sanitary facilities, bathrooms, laundries
and the like.
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Wall and floor junctions should be protected by extending waterproof floor
membranes up the wall and/or by sealing (refer Figure 12.3).
Some permanent ventilation, not reliant on window openings, must be
provided in wet areas such as bathrooms and laundries. To supplement
this, vented windows, wall or ceiling mounted extract fans, or similar fittings
are recommended in all wet areas of the building. Extractor fans for
moisture laden air must be vented externally.
The incorporation of vented windows and other forms of permanent
ventilation are recommended in all rooms to ensure adequate air circulation
and to prevent the build up of high moisture levels.
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CEILINGS

13.1 18mm Triboard ceiling
Where 18mm Triboard ceiling is used it must be connected to the walls as
per Figure 13.1A or 13.1B. The ceiling is connected to the truss with
brackets at a maximum of 600mm centres as shown in Figure 13.4.
13.2 Plasterboard ceiling
A conventional plasterboard ceiling as per NZS 3604 may be used. In this
case the distances between bracing lines must be those from NZS 3604.
At each interior and exterior wall, jointing strips as per Figure 13.3A or
13.3B must be used.
13.3 Movement joints
Seasonal movement will occur in Triboard (refer section 2.3.2). As such,
ceiling movement joints must be provided (refer to Figure 13.1 B and C). It
is recommended that movement joint spacing does not exceed 8m in
buildings with a plan dimension greater than 12m.
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20.1 PANEL SUPPLIERS
20.1.1 Panel Manufacture
In order to maintain a satisfactory standard of quality, and to meet the
Triboard remanufacturers warranty requirements, only panels
remanufactured by an Accredited Remanufacturer may be used as building
components.

20.1.2 Accredited Remanufacturers
Companies which have been accredited by ACTRANZ as panel
Remanufacturers, and from whom panels may be purchased directly, are
listed at Section 20.3.
20.1.3 Remanufacturers Identification
A suitable label indicating the remanufacturer’s name, address and the
delivery date must be placed inside the hot water cupboard, or similar
space, above the door. This is to identify the remanufacturer in the event
that the building owner needs to contact anybody for any reason regarding
the work that was done.

20.2 BUILDERS
Each of the Remanufacturers has a list of builders in various regions that
are competent to construct buildings using the Triboard system. Contact
one of the remanufacturers for information in this regard.
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20.3 ACCREDITED TRIBOARD REMANUFACTURERS

Northland
Durapanel Systems Ltd
Contact; Ian Stewart
Phone; 09 406 7603 or 027 273 5830
Fax; 09 406 7603
Email; ian@durapanel.co.nz

Auckland
Ahead Buildings Ltd
Contact; Rhys Andrews
Phone; 09 570 9362
Fax; 09 527 1564
Email; rhys@aheadbuildings.co.nz
Tri-Panel Buildings (1996) Ltd
Contact; Jim Matchett
Phone; 09 262 0777 or 021 283 3836
Fax; 09 238 6933
Email; tripanel96@xtra.co.nz
Triwood Systems Ltd
Contact; Rolf Clouth
Phone; 09 570 2282 or 0274 939 018
Fax; 09 570 2232
Email; triwood@xtra.co.nz
Worldwide Building Systems NZ Ltd
Contact; Lloyd Parrant
Phone; 09 309 4125 or 021 979 596
Fax; 09 309 1585
Email; wwbsnz@xtra.co.nz

Christchurch
Timber Panel Industries
Contact; Lindsay Cameron
Phone; 03 322 6448 or 021 953 519
Email; lcb@timberpanel.com
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BRANZ
APPRAISAL
No. 481 (2005)

1.1
The Triboard Construction System is a structural wall and ceiling panel system
for use in the construction of Triboard Panel houses. All other aspects of the design and
construction of Triboard Panel houses, such as foundations, floors, roofs, joinery, cladding,
services and interior finishing, are conventional.
1.2
Triboard wall panels are 36 mm thick, and Triboard ceiling panels are 18 mm
thick. Triboard panels are manufactured to consist of a strandboard core flanked by two
outer layers of fibreboard.
1.3
Wall and ceiling panels are factory cut to shape and size, including window and
door openings, by Triboard Re-manufacturers. All panel surfaces and exposed edges are
pre-painted by the Re-manufacturer prior to delivery to site.
1.4
Onsite the wall panels are connected by specified structural connectors to a
ground floor platform of either concrete-slab-on-ground or suspended timber framed floor.
The exterior wall panels are strengthened externally by vertical timber battens, and the
lintels can be strengthened either with a double thickness of Triboard or flitch plates.
1.5
For two-storey houses the upper floor construction is of standard timber framing
and the upper floor wall panels connected to the floor.
1.6
Ceiling panels are installed over the wall panels and roof trusses are fixed over
the ceiling panels. Conventional ceiling systems may also be used. The building is then
completed using conventional construction.

Amended 31 January 2012.
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construction
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Scope
2.1
The Triboard Construction System has been appraised for use in single unit
(detached) housing which meets the scope of Clause 1.1.2 of NZS 3604 with the following
limitations:
• buildings must be single or two-storey; and
• in NZS 3604 Wind Zones up to and including very high; and
• in all NZS 3604 Earthquake Zones; and
• the ground floor construction platform must comprise one of: a concrete slab-on-ground;
or a suspended timber framed floor constructed in accordance with NZS 3604; and,
• the first (upper) floor is a suspended timber floor constructed in accordance with NZS
3604; and
• the first floor live load does not exceed 1.5 kPa; and
• roof construction comprises trusses and roof framing in accordance with NZS 3604;
and
• roof pitches must not exceed 35º, nor be less than 10º; and
• Triboard ceiling panel diaphragms not exceeding 8 m in length.
2.2
This Appraisal does not cover the general or wet area finishing to walls.
2.3
The use of Triboard wall and ceiling panels in the following situations has not
been assessed and is outside the scope of this Appraisal:
• sauna rooms and the like where they may be exposed to sustained high humidity
(greater than 95% RH) or liquid water.
• where temperatures are in excess of 35ºC over large areas for prolonged periods (e.g.
ceiling heating installations) or in excess of 50ºC in localised areas (e.g. the area
adjacent to a fuel burning appliance - see Paragraph 11.1).
• in skillion roofs.

Readers are advised to check the validity of this Appraisal by referring to the Valid Appraisals listing on the BRANZ website, or by contacting BRANZ.

Other Components

Building Regulations

4.8
The remaining materials and components required to
construct a house are supplied by the building contractor in
accordance with the requirements of NZS 3604.

New Zealand Building Code (NZBC)

3.1
In the opinion of BRANZ, the Triboard Construction
System comprising Triboard wall and ceiling panels and
connections if designed, used, installed and maintained
in accordance with the statements and conditions of this
Appraisal, will meet the following provisions of the NZBC:
Clause B1 STRUCTURE: Performance B1.3.1, B1.3.2 and
B1.3.4. The Triboard Construction System will meet the
requirements for loads arising from self-weight, imposed gravity
loads arising from use, earthquake, snow and wind [i.e. B1.3.3
(a), (b), (f), (g) and (h)]. See Paragraphs 8.1 - 8.8.
Clause B2 DURABILITY: Performance B2.3.1 (a) not less than
50 years. The Triboard Construction System will meet this
requirement. See Paragraph 9.1.
Clause F2 HAZARDOUS BUILDING MATERIALS: Performance
F2.3.1. The Triboard Construction System will meet this
requirement and will not present a health hazard to people. See
Paragraphs 15.1 - 15.2.

Handling and Storage

5.1
Triboard wall and ceiling panels are trucked to the
site and normally lifted into position. To minimise storage and
handling on-site and to maximise construction efficiency, panel
transport from the Re-manufacturer’s factory should be carefully
timed to coincide with the approximate time of erection. Panels
must be handled carefully at all times to avoid physical damage
and kept dry under cover until ready for construction.
5.2
For long term storage, Triboard panels must be kept
dry under cover and be stacked horizontally on fillets in between
sheets at 1200 mm maximum spacing to allow air circulation.
Triboard panels must be protected from direct sunlight whilst in
storage.
5.3
The pre-painted surfaces of the panels provide adequate
protection against occasional rain wetting during construction.
To minimise exposure, however, roof and wall claddings should
be installed as soon as possible. Panels must not be exposed to
the weather for more than two weeks.
5.4
When prolonged exposure to the weather is anticipated
during building construction, waterproof covers such as
tarpaulins must be provided to keep the panels dry.

3.2
This is an Appraisal of an Alternative Solution in terms
of New Zealand Building Code compliance.

Technical Specification
Triboard Panels
4.1
The Triboard panels used with the Triboard Construction
System are supplied by Juken New Zealand Limited. They are
a three-layered wood panel product with a medium density
fibreboard surface, 2 to 3 mm thick, on both sides of a nonoriented strandboard core. Triboard wall panels are manufactured
to be 4.0 m x 2.45 m x 36 mm thick with a nominal density of
600 kg/m3. Triboard ceiling panels are manufactured to be 4.0
m x 2.45 m x 18 mm with a nominal density of 635 kg/m3.
Triboard Panel Re-manufacturers
4.2
Triboard panels are only supplied to accredited Triboard
Re-manufacturers, who are members of ACTRANZ. Refer
to the Technical Literature for a list of these companies. Remanufacturers cut the Triboard wall and ceiling panels to size,
including all door and window openings, and paint all surfaces
of the sheets to provide limited protection during construction.
4.3
Other components used with the Triboard Construction
System and supplied by either the Re-manufacturer or the
building contractor include:
Batten Timber
4.4
Timber wall battens are MSG 8, H3.1 treated, kiln
dried ex 50 x 50 mm or 75 x 50 mm radiata pine (dry dressed
45 x 45 mm or 70 x 45 mm) with a moisture content of 18%
or less.
Fasteners
4.5
A range of standard nails and screws are used with the
Triboard Construction System. For details refer to the Technical
Literature.
Connectors
4.6
A range of commercially available products are used
for connecting the Triboard wall and ceiling panels to each other
and the rest of the structure. For details refer to the Technical
Literature.
Thermal Insulation

Technical Literature
6.1
Refer to the Appraisals listing on the BRANZ website
for details of the current Technical Literature. The Technical
Literature must be read in conjunction with this Appraisal. All
aspects of design, use, installation and maintenance contained
in the Technical Literature and within the scope of this Appraisal
must be followed.

Design Information
General

7.1
Buildings are constructed using the information in the
Technical Literature and NZS 3604. The Triboard Construction
System has been designed in accordance with AS/NZS 1170
to comply with the appropriate design loadings for domestic
buildings built within the scope of NZS 3604.
7.2
The ground floor construction platform is designed
and constructed in accordance with NZS 3604 and to the
requirements of the Technical Literature.
7.3
External Triboard wall panel and wall batten
requirements for various applications are selected directly from
tables in the Technical Literature.
7.4
The Triboard wall battens provide a framing cavity for
the inclusion of thermal insulation designed in accordance with
the Technical Literature.
7.5
The Triboard wall battens provide supporting framing,
including around joinery openings, equivalent to conventional
timber wall framing. From this point on the remainder of the
wall construction is conventional. A wall wrap and cladding
system (either direct-fixed or drained cavity) complying with New
Zealand Building Code Acceptable Solution E2/AS1 is installed
over the battens. Window and door joinery is conventionally
fixed, also in accordance with NZBC Acceptable Solution E2/
AS1.

4.7
Systems for achieving the required wall insulation
values are given in the Technical Literature.
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Durability

7.6
Triboard ceiling panels provide an effective ceiling
diaphragm. The ceiling is nail-fixed to the top of Triboard wall
panels, and screw-fixed via brackets to floor joists or to truss
chords.
7.7
Triboard wall panels are finished internally, either
directly with a paint system or wall paper, or they may be
battened out for internal linings, e.g. where impervious linings
are required in wet areas or to accommodate services.
7.8
Roof trusses must be subject to a specific design.
Purlins and other roof framing must be in accordance with
Section 10 of NZS 3604. Roof cladding must be in accordance
with NZBC Acceptable Solution E2/AS1.

9.1
The durability opinion is dependent on the Triboard
wall and ceiling panels and the connections remaining dry in
service. It is also dependent on the Triboard wall and ceiling
panels not being exposed to sustained high humidity, liquid
water, or high temperatures (see Paragraph 2.3).

Maintenance

10.1
The exterior cladding system, including joints, openings
and perimeter junctions, must be maintained to ensure adequate
protection is continually provided against water ingress. The
internal linings, floor coverings and finishing (including joints,
openings and the perimeters) must be maintained to provide
protection from internal moisture. Regular inspections (at least
annually) of the external cladding system and the internal linings
and finishes must be made, and any damage or deterioration
repaired or restored. The Technical Literature contains details of
how Triboard wall and ceiling panels must be maintained.

Structure
Wall Loads
8.1
The structural design of the system is based on the
action of a configuration of connected Triboard wall and ceiling
panels with perimeter Triboard wall panels being stiffened by
face-fixed timber wall battens.
8.2
Walls comprising Triboard wall panels and wall battens
have been designed as an integral unit. The stiffness and
strength of the walls and lintels are adequate to resist gravity,
wind and earthquake loads to the same level as conventional
timber framing with similar deflections.

Outbreak of Fire

11.1
Triboard wall and ceiling panels contain combustible
components which must be protected from heat sources such
as chimneys, solid fuel heaters and flues. Clearances from such
heat sources specified in NZBC Acceptable Solution C/AS1 Part
9 may not be sufficient for some appliances to ensure that 50°C
is not exceeded.

Live Loads
8.3
The maximum first floor live load is 1.5 kPa. All other
live loads are those prescribed by AS/NZS 1170 for NZS 3604
applications.
Wall Bracing Resistance
8.4
The Technical Literature provides bracing resistance
values for a number of Triboard wall panel configurations
in order to satisfy the requirements for earthquake and wind
bracing which are determined from the tables in Section 5 of
NZS 3604.
8.5
The in-plane rigidity of a Triboard wall panel is high,
and the wind and earthquake bracing resistance it provides is
limited by the connections. Sliding is prevented by connections
at the floor and ceiling. Overturning is prevented by connections
to abutting walls, and for external walls, by connections to the
floor. Connection to other wall panels and the ceiling is by
nailing or screwing. Connections to the floor are by galvanised
steel angles, nails, screws, and cast-in floor framing anchors.
Adhesive used at panel joints is ignored in terms of structural
resistance.

Spread of Fire

12.1
NZBC Acceptable Solution C/AS1 Part 6 requires that
foamed plastics, such as EPS, which forms part of a wall must be
protected from ignition by a flame barrier. Triboard wall panels,
when joined with screw-fixed back-blocking or metal strips in
accordance with details in the Technical Literature, will satisfy
the NZBC Acceptable Solution C/AS1 Part 6 requirements for a
flame barrier. EPS used for insulation must also meet the flame
propagation criteria of AS1366 as required by NZBC Acceptable
Solution C/AS1 Part 6, Paragraph 6.20.12(c) and Table 6.3.
12.2
There are no other external fire spread requirements
for single unit detached housing up to two-storeys (Fire Purpose
Group SH) built more than 1 m from the relevant boundary.
Where less than 1 m from the relevant boundary, the fire
requirements are given in NZBC Acceptable Solution C/AS1 Part
7.

Wind Loads
8.6
Housing built with Triboard wall and ceiling panels, in
accordance with the provisions of the Technical Literature and
this Appraisal, is suitable for use in all NZS 3604 Wind Zones
up to and including Very High. This is provided all other aspects
are rated for the appropriate Wind Zone.

External Moisture

13.1
Buildings must be designed such that aspects relating to
external moisture comply with NZBC Clause E2. This is achieved
by the building envelope being designed and constructed in
accordance with NZBC Acceptable Solution E2/AS1.

Impact
8.7
Triboard wall panels are robust and have a high
resistance to soft body impacts, and most hard body impacts
associated with normal use situations.
Service Penetrations
8.8
Penetration details for piping and electrical cabling are
provided in the Technical Literature. All other penetrations are
outside the scope of this Appraisal and Juken New Zealand Ltd
must be consulted for advice.

Internal Moisture

14.1
Ventilation must meet the performance requirements
of NZBC Clause G4.3.1. Roofs and walls complying with
the Schedule Method for Compliance with Clause H1.3.2 (E)
will have adequate thermal resistance to comply with NZBC
Acceptable Solution E3/AS1.
14.2
Some permanent ventilation, not reliant on window
openings, must be provided in wet areas, such as bathrooms
and laundries. Vented windows, wall or ceiling mounted extract
fans, or similar fittings are recommended in all building wet
areas. Extract fans for moisture laden air must be vented
externally.
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14.3
The incorporation of vented windows and other forms of
permanent ventilation are recommended in all rooms to ensure
adequate air circulation and to prevent the build-up of moisture
levels.
14.4
In wet areas (where sanitary fixtures are installed), and
in rooms where the walls are likely to be splashed, the surface
of Triboard wall panels must be finished with an impervious
lining which is easily cleaned. All joints must be impervious to
water, and protection of the walls must be provided by extending
impervious floor membranes up the wall in accordance with the
coved detail of NZBC Acceptable Solution E3/AS1 Figure 1.

17.7
To minimise the use of temporary braces, the erection
sequence for Triboard wall panels is best planned so that, during
construction, the panels at right angles support each other.
Checks for final location should be made before fixing Triboard
wall panels into position.
17.8
Battens must be screw or nail-fixed in place in
accordance with the details in the Technical Literature.
Sometimes battens are fitted at the re-manufacturer’s factory.
17.9
External walls must be connected to concrete floors
by means of a galvanised steel angle, and by galvanised steel
anchors fixed to the battens with galvanised nails. Anchors and
fixings must be Grade 316 stainless steel in Zone D, which is
within 500 m of the coast or within 100 m of a harbour or
estuary (refer to NZS 3604). The steel angle is screw-fixed
to the Triboard wall panel and fixed to concrete floors using
concrete nails. Battens are fixed to concrete floors using
proprietary bottom plate anchors that are cast into the slab.
With timber floor framing, Triboard wall panels and wall battens
are nail-fixed to floor framing.
17.10 Internal Triboard wall panels are fixed to timber floors
by skew nailing from both sides and to concrete floors via the
galvanised steel angle using screws and concrete nails as for
external Triboard wall panels.
17.11 All exposed pre-cut Triboard wall and ceiling panel
edges are protected by a factory paint coating. It is important
that any site cut, or site exposed, edges are similarly protected
using the sealing paint supplied with the Triboard wall and
ceiling panels.
17.12 Integral and separate Triboard lintel options are
detailed in the Technical Literature. Lintels are strengthened
either by the installation of an additional Triboard lintel panel
section, or by installing mild steel plates between Triboard lintel
panels to make flitch beams. Details are shown in the Technical
Literature.
17.13 Triboard ceiling panels are temporarily supported on
purpose built ceiling support frames. They are then nail -fixed to
the top of walls and fixed together by a continuous screw-fixed
galvanised steel strap or board cleat running parallel with and
centred on the joint. Where the joint is parallel to a framing
member and more than 150 mm away from it, the ceiling joint
is supported by blocking between the framing members and by
using a ceiling cleat near the joint.
17.14 After the ceiling has been installed, the roof trusses
or the first floor framing are placed in position and fixed to the
Triboard ceiling panels. The ceiling support frames are then
removed.
17.15 First floor joists, roof trusses and Triboard ceiling panels
must be supported by Triboard wall panels. Floor joists must be
blocked at all wall supports. Blocking must be the same size as
the joists. Blocking and joists at supports must be skew-nailed
to the walls or lintels below.
17.16 Roof trusses must be restrained against wind uplift by
using one of the hardware fixing options shown in the Technical
Literature. Connections must be grade 316 stainless within NZS
3604 Exposure Zone D.
17.17 Roof and wall cladding should be installed as soon as
practicable. Where Triboard wall and ceiling panels are exposed
for longer than 14 days, waterproof covers such as tarpaulins
must be provided to keep them dry.

Hazardous Building Materials

15.1
Although Triboard wall and ceiling panels are
manufactured using melamine fortified urea formaldehyde
adhesive, vapour emissions are minimal because the panels are
encapsulated by a paint coating.
15.2
The degree of health hazard caused by vapour release
will depend on the total amount of vapour released from all
sources in the building including flooring and furniture, the
ventilation rate and the degree of encapsulation provided by
surface finishes, such as coatings and carpets. The permanent
ventilation required and recommended to control moisture levels
(see Internal Moisture) will also minimise any accumulation of
formaldehyde gas.

Energy Efficiency

16.1
Compliance to NZBC Clause H1.3.1 and H1.3.2 (E) is
achieved by using information from the Technical Literature and
by using NZBC Acceptable Solution H1/AS1, NZBC Verification
Method H1/VM1 and the Building Performance Index for
Housing.

Installation Information
Installation Skill Requirements

17.1
Houses built using the Triboard Construction System
are built by building contractors who have been approved by
ACTRANZ. For ACTRANZ member contact details, see the
Technical Literature.
Inspection
17.2
For inspection reference must be made to the Technical
Literature, especially for confirmation of fixing types and
spacings.

General

17.3
Triboard wall and ceiling panels must be constructed in
accordance with the non-specific design information contained
within the Technical Literature. The following is a summary of
important aspects.
17.4
Triboard wall and ceiling panels must be inspected for
water damage before, during and after installation and damaged
panels repaired or replaced.
17.5
Particular care must be taken that the foundations
and building platform are level and square and that perimeter
dimensions are accurate. This is important as Triboard panels
are accurately factory cut to size.
17.6
All timber framing including battens must have
a moisture content of not more than 18% at the time of
enclosure.
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Services

Other Investigations

18.1
Electrical switch box holes are hole sawn or routed into
Triboard wall panels after walls have been installed, and ducts
are drilled to them from the appropriate panel edge. Wiring may
be fed through the ducts, or fixed to the outside surface of external
Triboard wall panels. PVC sheathed electrical cables must not
come into contact with the EPS insulation. Where electrical
cabling is located in recesses cut into the face of Triboard wall
panels, vertical routing is recommended. Horizontal or diagonal
recesses, particularly through the middle third height of the
Triboard wall panels, should be avoided as this weakens the
walls.
18.2
Plumbing and pipework is run through the foundation
platform, where possible up behind or in fitted joinery, or through
ducts mounted on the Triboard wall panel face.

24.1
The satisfactory performance of Triboard wall and
ceiling panels in New Zealand since 1987 has been recognised
by BRANZ. BRANZ have inspected a number of Triboard panel
houses up to 15 years old.
24.2
Site visits at various stages of construction, to assess
installation methods and to examine completed installations,
have been made by BRANZ.
24.3
Results of a formaldehyde monitoring investigation
carried out by Paragon Health and Safety Ltd have been obtained.
The results show that the air concentration of formaldehyde in
a number of finished (closed up) houses is acceptable, being
within the generally accepted indoor Air Quality Guidelines of
0.05 – 0.10 ppm.
24.4
The Technical Literature has been examined by BRANZ
and found to be satisfactory.

Panel Finishing

Quality

20.1
Where a fine surface finish is required, surface sanding
of the Triboard panels is recommended.
20.2
All dust should be removed from the surface of Triboard
panels prior to applying a paint or paper finish.

25.1
The manufacture of Triboard wall and ceiling panels
by Juken New Zealand Ltd has been examined by BRANZ, and
details regarding the quality and composition of the materials
used were obtained by BRANZ and found to be satisfactory.
25.2
The quality control systems of Juken New Zealand Ltd
have been assessed and registered as meeting the requirements
of ISO 9001:2000 by SGS International Certification Services
Pty Ltd, Certificate number NZ03/052C, dated 11 February
2005.
25.3
The quality of the Triboard panels supplied by Juken
New Zealand Ltd is their responsibility.
25.4
A re-manufacturer’s factory operation for pre-cut house
panels has been assessed by BRANZ.
25.5
Quality on-site is the responsibility of the building
contractor.
25.6
The building contractor is responsible for the quality of
installation of Triboard wall and ceiling panels.
25.7
Building owners are responsible for the maintenance
of Triboard wall and ceiling panels and their connections in
accordance with the instructions of Juken New Zealand Ltd.

Health and Safety

21.1
Suitable protective masks must be worn to prevent
inhalation of dust resulting from cutting or working with the
Triboard panels.

Basis of Appraisal
The following is a summary of the technical investigations
carried out.

Tests

22.1
Tests have been carried out by Juken New Zealand Ltd
at their Kaitaia Mill and at Gangnail New Zealand Ltd to establish
characteristic strengths and stiffnesses of the wall and ceiling
panels, the panel to panel connections, the batten to wall panel
connection and the wall panel to floor connections. This work
has been reviewed by BRANZ and found to be satisfactory.
22.2
Cyclic humidity tests were carried out by BRANZ to
establish the durability of Triboard wall and ceiling panels.

Calculations

23.1
Calculations to justify the structural adequacy of the
Triboard Construction System have been examined by BRANZ
and found to be satisfactory.
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Sources of Information

• A
 S 1366.3-1992 Rigid cellular plastic sheets for thermal insulation – Rigid cellular
polystyrene - Moulded.
• AS/NZS 1170: 2002 Structural design actions.
• AS/NZS 4266.15:1995, Reconstituted wood-based panels – methods of test – Method
15: Determination of formaldehyde (perforator method).
• NZS 3602:2003 Timber and wood based products for use in buildings.
• NZS 3604:2011 Timber-framed buildings.
• NZS 4218:1996 Energy efficiency – housing and small building envelope.
• Compliance Document for New Zealand Building Code External Moisture Clause E2,
Department of Building and Housing, Third Edition July 2005 (Amendment 5, 1
August 2011).
• New Zealand Building Code Handbook Department of Building and Housing, Third
Edition (Amendment 12, 10 October 2011).
• The Building Regulations 1992.
• World Health Organisation (WHO) Working Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic
Risks to Humans, Wood Dust and Formaldehyde, 1995.

In the opinion of BRANZ, Triboard
Construction System is fit for
purpose and will comply with
the Building Code to the extent
specified in this Appraisal provided
it is used, designed, installed
and maintained as set out in this
Appraisal.
The Appraisal is issued only to
the Appraisal Holder, Juken New
Zealand Ltd, and is valid until
further notice, subject to the
Conditions of Certification.
Conditions of Certification

1. This Appraisal:
a) relates only to the product as described
herein;
b) must be read, considered and used in full
together with the technical literature;
c) does not address any Legislation,
Regulations, Codes or Standards, not
specifically named herein;
d) is copyright of BRANZ.
2. The Appraisal Holder:
a) continues to have the product reviewed by
BRANZ;
b) shall notify BRANZ of any changes in
product specification or quality assurance
measures prior to the product being
marketed;
c) abides by the BRANZ Appraisals Services
Terms and Conditions.
3. The product and the manufacture are
maintained at or above the standards,
levels and quality assessed and found
satisfactory by BRANZ.
4. BRANZ makes no representation as to:
a) the nature of individual examples of, batches
of, or individual installations of the product,
including methods and workmanship;
b) the presence or absence of any patent or
similar rights subsisting in the product or
any other product;
c) any guarantee or warranty offered by the
Appraisal Holder.
5. Any reference in this Appraisal to any other
publication shall be read as a reference to
the version of the publication specified in
this Appraisal.

For BRANZ

P Robertson
Chief Executive

Amendment No. 1, dated 31 January 2012.
This Appraisal has been amended to update clause changes as required by the introduction
of NZS 3604: 2011 and NZBC Acceptable Solution E2/AS1 Third Edition, Amendment 5.

Date of issue: 29 June 2005

Product
1.1
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System consists of Triboard wall panels, timber
battens and sound insulation for use as fire-rated and sound insulating walls.
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Scope
2.1
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System has been Appraised for use as load bearing
or non-load bearing, fire-rated and sound insulating internal walls.
2.2
The walls must be straight. The maximum height allowed for any single storey
of a Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is 3.0 m for loaded walls and 4.5 m for unloaded
walls. For loaded walls the maximum allowable design load is 20 kN/m of wall length.
For loaded wall heights greater than 3.0 m specific design is required. This is outside the
scope of this Appraisal.
2.3
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is suitable for use when interfacing with
traditional timber frame construction, light gauge steel frame construction, and with the
Triboard Construction System. See Paragraph 7.1.
2.4
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is suitable for use as infill panels within
buildings having concrete frames designed to NZS 3101.
2.5
The use of Triboard wall panels in the following situations has not been assessed
and is outside the scope of this Appraisal:
• sauna rooms and the like where they may be exposed to sustained high humidity
(greater than 95% RH) or liquid water.
• where temperatures are in excess of 35°C over large areas for prolonged periods or in
excess of 50°C in localised areas (e.g. the area adjacent to a fuel burning appliance).

Building Regulations
BRANZ Limited
Private Bag 50 908
Porirua City
New Zealand
Tel: +64 4 237 1170
Fax: +64 4 237 1171
www.branz.co.nz

New Zealand Building Code (NZBC)

3.1
In the opinion of BRANZ, the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System if designed,
installed, used and maintained in accordance with the statements and conditions of this
Appraisal, will meet the following provisions of the NZBC:
Clause B1 STRUCTURE: Performance B1.3.1, B1.3.2 and B1.3.4. The Triboard
Intertenancy Wall System meets the requirements for loads arising from self-weight,
imposed gravity loads arising from use, earthquake, snow and wind [i.e. B1.3.3 (a), (b),
(f), (g) and (h)]. See Paragraphs 8.1 - 8.5.
Clause B2 DURABILITY: Performance B2.3.1(a), not less than 50 years. The Triboard
Intertenancy Wall System meets this requirement. See Paragraphs 9.1 and 10.1.

Readers are advised to check the validity of this Appraisal by referring to the Valid Appraisals listing on the BRANZ website, or by contacting BRANZ.

Clause C3 SPREAD OF FIRE: Performance C3.3.2. The
Triboard Intertenancy Wall System meets this requirement. See
Paragraphs 12.1 - 12.3.
Clause F2 HAZARDOUS BUILDING MATERIALS: Performance
F2.3.1. The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System meets this
requirement and will not present a health hazard to people. See
Paragraphs 14.1 and 14.2.
Clause G6 AIRBORNE AND IMPACT SOUND: Performance
G6.3.1. The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System meets this
requirement. See Paragraph 15.1.

Technical Literature
6.1
Refer to the Appraisals listing on the BRANZ website
for details of the current Technical Literature. The Technical
Literature must be read in conjunction with this Appraisal. All
aspects of design, use, installation and maintenance contained
in the Technical Literature and within the scope of this Appraisal
must be followed.

Design Information

3.2
This is an Appraisal of an Alternative Solution in terms
of New Zealand Building Code Compliance.

General

7.1
Triboard Intertenancy Walls only form that part of the
structure that is a wall between two tenancies. The rest of the
building structure may be:
• timber framed structures designed and constructed in
accordance with NZS 3604; or,
• specifically designed light gauge steel frame construction;
or,
• Triboard houses as defined by BRANZ Appraisal No. 481
(2005); or,
• specifically designed timber structures designed in accordance
with NZS 3603; or,
• specifically designed concrete framed structures designed in
accordance with NZS 3101.
7.2
Triboard wall panels must be finished directly with
a paint system, or for alternative finishes the panels must be
sealed first. Alternative finishes may include wall paper, or walls
may be battened out for internal linings, e.g. where impervious
linings are required in wet areas or to accommodate services.
7.3
Where the Triboard Intertenancy Walls interface with
other construction, the joints must be appropriately designed
with fire and sound sealants and materials. The sealants have
not been assessed and are outside the scope of this Appraisal.

Product Information
Description
Triboard Panels
4.1
The Triboard panels used with the Triboard Intertenancy
Wall System are supplied by Juken New Zealand Limited. They
are a three-layered wood panel product with a medium density
fibreboard surface, 3 to 4 mm thick, on both sides of a nonoriented strandboard core. Triboard wall panels are manufactured
to be 4.0 m x 2.45 m x 38 mm thick with a nominal density of
695 kg/m3. The panels are cut to size for walls and have their
vertical edges rebated to form a 10 mm step.
Batten Timber
4.2
Timber wall battens are MSG 8, H1.1 treated, kiln
dried ex 50 x 50 mm radiata pine (dry dressed 45 x 45 mm)
with a moisture content of 18% or less.
Insulation
4.3
The insulation used in the Triboard Intertenancy Wall
System is Tasman Insulation New Zealand Ltd 75 mm thick
Noise Control Blanket, which is a glass-wool material.
Other Components
4.4
Other components for the Triboard Intertenancy Wall
System, such as fasteners and connectors, are as specified in
the Technical Literature.
4.5
Fire and sound rated sealants have not been assessed
and are outside the scope of this Appraisal.

Structure
Wall Loads
8.1
The maximum height allowed for any single storey of
a Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is 3.0 m for loaded walls
and 4.5 m for unloaded walls. For loaded walls the maximum
allowable design load is 20 kN/m of wall length. For loaded
wall heights greater than 3.0 m specific design is required. This
is outside the scope of this Appraisal.
8.2
Walls comprising Triboard wall panels and wall battens
have been designed as an integral unit. The stiffness and strength
of the walls are adequate to resist gravity, wind and earthquake
loads to the same level as conventional timber framing with
similar deflections.
Wall Bracing Resistance
8.3
The in-plane rigidity of a Triboard wall panel is high,
and the wind and earthquake bracing resistance it provides is
limited by the connections. Sliding is prevented by connections
at the floor and ceiling. Overturning is prevented by connections
to abutting walls. Connection to other wall panels and the
ceiling is by nailing or screwing. Connections to the floor are
by galvanised steel angles, nails, screws, and cast-in floor
framing anchors. The instructions in the Technical Literature for
connection of the Triboard wall panels to the rest of the structure
must be carefully followed to ensure that all loads can be safely
carried.
Impact

Handling and Storage

5.1
Panels must be handled carefully at all times to avoid
physical damage and kept dry under cover until ready for
construction.
5.2
For long term storage, Triboard panels must be kept dry
under cover and be stacked horizontally with fillets in between
sheets at 1200 mm maximum spacing to allow air circulation.
Triboard panels must be protected from direct sunlight whilst in
storage.
5.3
When exposure to the weather is anticipated during
building construction, waterproof covers such as tarpaulins
must be provided to keep the panels dry.
5.4
Metal components such as fixings and steel angles
must be stored so that they are kept dry and undamaged.

8.4
Triboard wall panels are robust and have a high
resistance to soft body impacts, and most hard body impacts
associated with normal use situations.
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13.2
Some permanent ventilation, not reliant on window
openings, must be provided in wet areas, such as bathrooms
and laundries. Vented windows, wall or ceiling mounted extract
fans, or similar fittings are recommended in all building wet
areas. Extract fans for moisture laden air must be vented
externally.
13.3
The incorporation of vented windows and other forms of
permanent ventilation are recommended in all rooms to ensure
adequate air circulation and to prevent the build-up of moisture
levels.
13.4
In wet areas (where sanitary fixtures are installed), and
in rooms where the walls are likely to be splashed, the surface
of Triboard wall panels must be finished with an impervious
lining which is easily cleaned. These linings must meet the SFI
and SDI requirements mentioned in Paragraph 12.1 above. All
joints must be impervious to water, and protection of the walls
must be provided by extending impervious floor membranes up
the wall in accordance with the coved detail of NZBC Acceptable
Solution E3/AS1 Figure 1.

Service Penetrations
8.5
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System has not been
assessed with penetrations. Any penetrations in a Triboard
Intertenancy Wall will likely severely impact on both the fire
resistance rating and sound insulation properties of the wall.
Specific engineering design advice should be sought if it is
necessary to include penetrations in a Triboard Intertenancy
Wall System. Such penetrations are outside the scope of this
Appraisal.

Durability

9.1
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System has a serviceable
life of at least 50 years. The durability opinion is dependent on
the Triboard wall panels and the connections remaining dry in
service. It is also dependent on the Triboard wall panels not
being exposed to sustained high humidity, liquid water, or high
temperatures.

Maintenance

Hazardous Building Materials

10.1
The building must be maintained weathertight and all
components of the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System protected
from internal and external moisture. The internal linings or
finishing must be maintained to provide protection from internal
moisture. Regular inspections (at least annually) of the external
cladding system and the internal linings and finishes must be
made, and any damage or deterioration repaired or restored.
The Technical Literature contains details of how Triboard wall
panels must be maintained.
10.2
Fire and sound rated sealants must be regularly
inspected and maintained in accordance with the instructions of
the sealant manufacturer.

14.1
Although Triboard wall panels are manufactured
using melamine fortified urea formaldehyde adhesive, vapour
emissions are minimal if the panels are sealed as specified in
Paragraph 7.2.
14.2
The degree of health hazard caused by vapour release
will depend on the total amount of vapour released from all
sources in the building including flooring and furniture, the
ventilation rate and the degree of encapsulation provided by
surface finishes, such as coatings and carpets. The permanent
ventilation required and recommended to control moisture levels
(see Internal Moisture) will also minimise any accumulation of
formaldehyde gas.

Outbreak of Fire

Airborne and Impact Sound

11.1
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System contains
combustible components which must be protected from
heat sources such as chimneys, solid fuel heaters and flues.
Clearances from such heat sources specified in NZBC Acceptable
Solution C/AS1 Part 9 may not be sufficient for some appliances
to ensure that the 50°C limit for the Triboard is not exceeded.

15.1
When installed in accordance with the Technical
Literature the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is rated to a
sound transmission class (STC) of 56 dB.

Installation Information

Spread of Fire

Installation Skill Requirements

12.1
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is painted or
finished or lined with another suitable internal lining system.
The Spread of Flame Index (SFI) and Smoke Developed Index
(SDI) will depend on the finish used. Careful attention to internal
finishing material may therefore be required to ensure that
requirements of Table 6.2 in NZBC Acceptable Solution C/AS1
are met.
12.2
The Triboard Intertenancy Wall System has a fire
resistance rating (FRR) of 60/60/60. Building designers should
ensure that this is suitable for the structure under consideration
in accordance with the requirements of NZBC Acceptable
Solution C/AS1 Part 6.
12.3
In order to satisfy the requirements of NZBC Clause
C4 Structural Stability During Fire, designers must ensure that
fire rated elements are supported by building elements having
at least the same FRR as the fire rated element that they are
supporting.

16.1
Triboard Intertenancy Wall Systems must be installed
by contractors competent in Triboard wall construction and the
principles of fire rated and noise control construction.
Inspection
16.2
For inspection, reference must be made to the
Technical Literature especially for confirmation of fixing types
and spacings.

General

17.1
Triboard Intertenancy Wall Systems must be installed
in accordance with the Technical Literature.
17.2
Triboard wall panels must be inspected for water
damage before, during and after installation and damaged
panels repaired or replaced.
17.3
All timber framing including battens must have
a moisture content of not more than 18% at the time of
enclosure.
17.4
The battens, which extend the full height of the panels,
are screw fixed to the back faces of the Triboard panels. They
are spaced at 600 mm centres.

Internal Moisture

13.1
Ventilation must meet the performance requirements
of NZBC Clause G4.3.1, and thermal insulation of the building
external envelope must be provided in accordance with Clause
1.1.1 (a) of NZBC Acceptable Solution E3/AS1.
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Quality

17.5
Triboard panels are fixed to the floor and ceiling via
steel angles as described in the Technical Literature. These
fixings are at 200 mm centres.
17.6
One side of the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System is
erected first. The Noise Control Blanket is then installed, and
the other leaf of the wall is then erected. Care must be taken
to ensure that the timber battens are alternately spaced on the
interior side of each leaf of the wall system. This is especially
important at panel joints.
17.7
Joints between panels on one leaf of the Triboard
Intertenancy Wall System must not occur within 900 mm of a
joint on the other leaf, except that horizontal joints in unloaded
Triboard Intertenancy Walls may occur adjacent to each other.
17.8
Each vertical joint between Triboard Wall Panels has a
100 mm wide strip of Triboard running full height behind it. This
is screw fixed to the sheets on each side of the joint as described
in the Technical Literature.
17.9
Horizontal joints have the same 100 mm wide strip of
Triboard, but instead of being continuous it spans between the
vertical battens.
17.10 Particular attention must be paid to ensure all voids
at wall perimeters are sealed with fire/acoustic insulation or
sealant as specified in the Technical Literature.

21.1
The manufacture of Triboard wall panels by Juken New
Zealand Limited has been examined by BRANZ, and details
regarding the quality and composition of the materials used
were obtained by BRANZ and found to be satisfactory.
21.2
The quality control systems of Juken New Zealand
Limited have been assessed and registered as meeting
the requirements of ISO 9001:2000 by SGS International
Certification Services Pty Ltd, Certificate number NZ03/052C.
21.3
The quality of the Triboard panels supplied by Juken
New Zealand Limited is their responsibility.
21.4
The building designer is responsible for incorporating
the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System into their building
design.
21.4
Quality on-site is the responsibility of the building
contractor.
21.6
The building contractor is responsible for the quality of
installation of the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System.
21.7
Building owners are responsible for the maintenance of
the Triboard Intertenancy Wall System in accordance with the
instructions of Juken New Zealand Limited.

Sources of Information

• AS 1530.4 Methods for fire tests on building materials,
components and structures - Fire-resistance tests of elements
of building construction.
• NZS 3101:2006 Concrete structures standard.
• NZS 3602:2003 Timber and wood based products for use
in buildings.
• NZS 3603:1993 Timber structures standard.
• NZS 3604:2011 Timber-framed buildings.
• New Zealand Building Code Handbook Department of
Building and Housing, Third Edition (Amendment 12, 10
October 2011).
• The Building Regulations 1992.

Health and Safety

18.1
Suitable protective masks must be worn to prevent
inhalation of dust resulting from cutting or working with the
Triboard panels.

Basis of Appraisal
The following is a summary of the technical investigations
carried out.

Tests

19.1
Cyclic humidity tests were carried out by BRANZ to
establish the durability of Triboard wall panels.
19.2
A fire resistance test to AS 1530.4: 1997 was carried
out by BRANZ.
19.3
Laboratory measurement of airborne sound insulation
of a Triboard wall has been carried out by Auckland UniServices
Limited. The results of this testing have been reviewed and
found to be satisfactory.

Other Investigations

20.1
The satisfactory performance of Triboard wall panels
in New Zealand since 1987 has been recognised by BRANZ.
BRANZ have inspected a number of Triboard panel houses up to
15 years old.
20.2
An inspection of the method of construction was carried
out by BRANZ to assess installation methods and to examine
the completed installation.
20.3
Results of a formaldehyde monitoring investigation
carried out by Paragon Health and Safety Ltd have been obtained.
The results show that the air concentration of formaldehyde in
a number of finished (closed up) houses is acceptable, being
within the generally accepted indoor Air Quality Guidelines of
0.05 – 0.10 ppm.
20.4
The Technical Literature has been examined by BRANZ
and found to be satisfactory.
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In the opinion of BRANZ, Triboard
Intertenancy Wall System is fit
for purpose and will comply with
the Building Code to the extent
specified in this Appraisal provided
it is used, designed, installed
and maintained as set out in this
Appraisal.
The Appraisal is issued only to
Juken New Zealand Limited, and
is valid until further notice, subject
to the Conditions of Appraisal.
Conditions of Appraisal

1. This Appraisal:
a) relates only to the product as described
herein;
b) must be read, considered and used in full
together with the technical literature;
c) does not address any Legislation,
Regulations, Codes or Standards, not
specifically named herein;
d) is copyright of BRANZ.
2. Juken New Zealand Limited:
a) continues to have the product reviewed by
BRANZ;
b) shall notify BRANZ of any changes in
product specification or quality assurance
measures prior to the product being
marketed;
c) abides by the BRANZ Appraisals Services
Terms and Conditions.
3. Warrants that the product and the
manufacturing process for the product are
maintained at or above the standards, levels
and quality assessed and found satisfactory
by BRANZ pursuant to BRANZ’s Appraisal
of the product.
4. BRANZ makes no representation or
warranty as to:
a) the nature of individual examples of, batches
of, or individual installations of the product,
including methods and workmanship;
b) the presence or absence of any patent or
similar rights subsisting in the product or
any other product;
c) any guarantee or warranty offered by Juken
New Zealand Limited.
5. Any reference in this Appraisal to any other
publication shall be read as a reference to
the version of the publication specified in
this Appraisal.
6. BRANZ provides no certification, guarantee,
indemnity or warranty, to Juken New
Zealand Limited or any third party.

For BRANZ

P Burghout
Chief Executive
Amendment No. 1, dated 31 January 2012.
This Appraisal has been amended to update clause changes as required by the introduction
of NZS 3604: 2011

Date of issue: 24 September 2008

